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Silence reigns in the sunny, fourth grade classroom. Twenty-eight children read their 

textbooks and for a few moments I sit back and drink in these few precious, relaxing moments. 

For, working with children is one of the most difficult tasks I have ever undertaken! It is at such 

times as this reading time that a sense of awe and wonderment sweeps over me. Twenty-eight 

lives are in my control, seven hours of each day, nine months of this year! Easily-molded and 

bent, these children grow and develop as I attempt to lead and teach them. To see this process of 

growing and learning is one that many parents and teachers will laud as a miracle of life. 

I have had the privilege of viewing children from the standpoint of a teacher and have 

wrestled with and enjoyed the problems and joys of helping children grow up in this world. 

However, the position of the parent must bring one even closer to the experience of childhood. 

No one individual holds so much influence in a child’s life as his parents. I was sharply brought 

to realize this as I worked, hopelessly at times, with children who come from poor or broken 

homes. Parents can complete or undo in a very short time all the good influences a child receives 

outside of his home. The parents, too, have the advantage of being with their children year after 

year, understanding and guiding the child as needs develop. Their help and guidance are 

perpetual and every child senses the importance of this in his life. The responsibility of parents 

toward their children, then, is an immense one, one that far surpasses most responsibilities 

grownups must deal with. We may not underestimate the extremely difficult but beautiful task of 

bringing children, especially God’s children, into this world. 

And so young people who are planning on marriage must face the decision of when they 

should be ready to bring up children. In the past, young people were married and were expected 

to begin immediately on their family. Today, a different society and birth control methods have 

changed that prevalent attitude and family size has dwindled from twelve and thirteen to two and 

three. But what should a Christian couple decide on the matter of using birth control? I guess 

there is no one answer to every situation but some guidelines apply to most cases. Every 

Christian couple who seriously is concerned about bringing up children should discuss this often 

before marriage. Many times couples use birth control methods immediately after marriage 

without even giving it much thought or without even asking if this is what God wants them to do. 

But if a couple has seriously discussed this together and with God can they even allow 

birth control as an alternative? To this question I would answer “Yes, it definitely is a Christian 

alternative!” The problems arise when we begin to examine the motives behind birth control use. 

If the couple uses birth control because they must first build or buy a home, purchase furniture, 

and pay for the new car, then the motives are obviously materialistic and sinful. However, 

recognizing the sin in that motive is easy enough. It is much more difficult to admit and 

recognize that sin in oneself. 

But suppose a couple wishes to marry but does not feel ready to bring up children. This is 

a very common situation among young people. It has been argued that then the couple may not 

and should not marry. Ideally this may be true. However, practically, I do not think this is an 

abnormal situation to be in. It is the vague desire of most men and women to want children of 

their own someday. This desire has been present in mankind since creation. However, when a 

couple is faced with marriage, it is no longer a matter of a vague desire but of a very real and 

maybe near possibility. Therefore, they must be prepared for this situation and possibility. It is 



difficult for many couples to feel ready for this responsibility before marriage because wanting 

children together arises from the intimate experience of married love. This must be true. It is 

only after a Christian man and woman have experienced the spiritual, physical, and emotional 

facets of mutual Christian love that the desire to bring covenant children into the world and 

church can arise. For some couples this may take two weeks, for others, two years. There is no 

hard and fast rule to apply. Relationships develop and grow at so many different rates. Until a 

couple feels that their relationship has reached that point, it is not only advisable but also 

Christian to use some form of birth control. 

But why? Why must we today put so much emphasis on readiness? Simply because many 

children today show so obviously that they are growing up in unprepared homes. And this is also 

true in Christian homes. The society in which we live is different from the one in which our 

parents grew up. We may not like it but it is a fact we must deal with. Twenty or thirty years ago, 

families were out of necessity home-centered. Today, families are becoming more and more 

helter-skelter. A rash of “baby-sit-ism” has developed within the church and parents bring up 

children in the restaurant, at ballgames, in shopping malls and a hundred other places other than 

the home. That is why bringing up children is becoming a more and more serious and 

challenging business. If a Christian couple is not willing to sacrifice an immense amount of time, 

money, and recreation today, they are not ready to bring up children and they have no business 

doing so either! 

There is one other question that is often brought up in connection with this topic. That is, 

“Are we not taking into our own hands what is really God’s work, the giving of life, when we 

use birth control?” Hardly, I think. There are going to be times in the lives of most married 

couples when it just is not wise for them to have their first or another child. Then, for the sake of 

the lives involved it is their duty to use some form of birth control and we may not look at doing 

so as a means to hinder God’s work of giving life. To make such a statement implies that the 

only purpose of marriage is to produce children. 

Birth control, like any other instrument in man’s hand, can become a deadly instrument. 

But there is a place for its proper use among members of the church. Bringing children into the 

church is an honor and privilege for Christian parents. But once a life is entrusted to us we better 

be sure we will shoulder the responsibility. It is an awful indictment against us if a child can say 

when he is grown, "But where were my parents when I was a child?” 
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